
Idioms (related to) Education

To pick on

Context : Education

Semantic: bully, tease

Usage of “to pick on”

1.Though Martin was picked on quite often in his old school, he became a bully in his new school.
2.The small kids always get picked on in school.

Bully for you!  

1. an expression that praises someone or someone's courage. (Dated, but still heard.) The audience shouted, 
"Bravo! Bully for you!" Bob: I quit my job today. Sally: Bully for you! Now what are you going to do? Bob: Well, I  
need a little loan to tide me over.

2. a sarcastic phrase belittling someone's statement or accomplishment. Bob: I managed to save three 
dollars last week. Bill: Well, bully for you! Mary: I won a certificate good for a free meal! Sally: Bully for you!

See also: bully

as easy as ABC

- very easy

Learning how to use a computer is as easy as ABC for the children.  

copycat

- someone who copies the work of another

The children called the girl a copycat when they saw her copying the test of another student.  

make the grade

- to be satisfactory and of an expected level

My final assignment did not make the grade and I had to do it again.  

school of hard knocks

- the ordinary experience of learning from work and daily life

The girl left school early and began to learn about life in the school of hard knocks. 

school of thought

- a particular way or philosophy of thinking about something

There are many schools of thought about how to learn a foreign language.  

Definition: To bully someone.

http://idioms.thefreedictionary.com/bully


draw a blank

- to get no response from someone when you ask him or her a question

The teacher drew a blank when she asked about the boy's plans for the weekend.  

bookworm

- someone who reads a lot

My sister is a bookworm and is always reading a book.  

higher education

- education after graduating from high school (usually college or university)

The government has recently invested a lot of money in higher education.  

hit the books

- to begin to study hard

After relaxing all weekend I hit the books on Sunday evening.  

A for effort

- the recognition that someone has tried hard to do something even though he or she may not be 
successful

The students received an A for effort for their work on the class project.  
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